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Exercises by Mercedes Martínez (from Tomiño in Pontevedra)

BEAUTIFUL GIRLS BY SEAN KINGSTON

1. Complete the missing words:
say / work / over / beautiful / me / dirt /

Youre way too ______________ girl
thats why it’ll never _________________
you’ll have _____________ suicidal, suicidal
when you say its ____________
damn all these beautiful girls
they only wanna do your ____________
theyll have you suicidal, suicidal
when they _______________ its over

2. Complete the missing words:
Together (2) / park / said / dark / love / young / clear / apart / care / heart / ourselves

see it started at the _____________
used to chill at the _____________
oh when you took my ______________
thats when we fell _______________
coz we both thought
that ___________ lasts forever (lasts forever)
they say were too _____________
to get ______________ sprung
oh we didnt __________
We made it very _____________
and they also _____________
that we couldnt last _______________ (last _____________)

3. Correct the words that are on the wrong lines:
see its very decline, girl find words with the sound /ai/:
one of a mind
but you mush up my kind
you walk to get define
oh lord...
My baby is driving me crazy

youre way too beautiful girl find words with the sound /3:/:
thats why itll never work
youll have me suicidal, suicidal
when you say its over
damn all these beautiful girls
they only wanna do your dirt
theyll have you suicidal, suicidal
when they say its over



4. Join the two parts:

1. it was back in 99 
2. oh when i went away
3. and i never thought
4. and then i came out
5. oh im with my girl
6. it came out to be

a. that she wasn’t the girl for me (girl for 
me)

b. that we was gonna see each other
c. mami moved me down south
d. for doing my first crime
e. wathing movies all the time
f. who i thought was my world

5. Complete the missing words:
Dating / please / know / feeling / clever / telling / eyes / believe / losing 
now we’re fussin
and now we’re fightin
____________ tell me why define
im ___________________ slightin
and i dont _____________________
how to make it better (make it better)
youre ___________other guys
you’re _______________me lies
oh i can’t _______________
what im seeing  with my ______________________
i’m ____________________ my mind
and i don’t think its ___________ (think itsclever)



BEAUTIFUL GIRLS BY SEAN KINGSTON

(CHORUS)
You’re way too beautiful girl
that’s why it’ll never work

you’ll have me suicidal, suicidal
when you say its over

damn all these beautiful girls
they only wanna do your dirt

they’ll have you suicidal, suicidal
when they say its over

see it started at the park
used to chill at the dark

oh when you took my heart
that’s when we fell apart

coz we both thought
that love lasts forever (lasts forever)

they say were too young
to get ourselves sprung

oh we didn’t care
we made it very clear

and they also said
that we couldn’t last together (last together)

see its very define, girl
one of a kind

but you mush up my mind
you walk to get declined

oh lord...
My baby is driving me crazy

CHORUS

it was back in 99
watchin movies all the time

oh when i went away
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for doin my first crime
and i never thought

that we was gonna see each other (see each 
other)

and then i came out
mami moved me down south

oh im with my girl
who i thought was my world

it came out to be
that she wasn’t the girl for me (girl for me)

see its very define, girl
one of a kind

but you mush up my mind
you walk to get declined

oh lord...
My baby is driving me crazy

CHORUS

now were fussing
and now were fighting
please tell me why define
im feeling slighting
and i don’t know
how to make it better (make it better)
you’re dating other guys
you’re telling me lies
oh i cant believe
what im seeing with my eyes
im losin my mind
and i dont think its clever (think its clever)

you’re way too beautiful girl
that’s why it’ll never work
you’ll have me suicidal, suicidal, suicidal...


